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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new magnetic car as a mobile
sensor node for health monitoring and dynamic testing of
large civil (ferromagnetic) structures. Unlike traditional car
design where the distance between the front and rear wheel
pairs is fixed, the electromagnetically driven compliant beam
(connecting the front and rear axles) not only offers an
effective means to negotiate corners and cross ridges of small
dimensions when maneuvering on ferromagnetic surfaces, but
also serves as a sensor attachment device. Specifically, this
paper presents the design concept of a novel flexonic magnetic
car incorporating compliant beams and permanent magnets,
and a three-dimensional model for simulating the deformed
shape of the compliant beam. The compliant beam that
enables direct contact of the accelerometer with the measuring
surface eliminating the dynamic effect of the sensor carriers
has been validated with the experimental modal analysis for a
frame structure. This represents a transformative change from
the fixed spatial resolution provided by traditional static
sensors.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor network has been widely developed in
recent years for structural health monitoring of large civil
structures subject to continuous static and dynamic loadings as
well as environmental erosion. As a transformative change,
the next revolution in sensor networks is predicted to be
mobile sensor networks [1][2], in which each mobile sensing
node can be an autonomous robot equipped with one or
multiple smart sensors for exploring its surroundings and
exchanging information with its peers through wireless
communication.
In [3] the robot using ultrasonic motors for mobility and
suction cups for adherence to crawl on a 2D surface was
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designed for visually inspecting aircraft exterior. A beamcrawler has been developed for wirelessly powering and
interrogating battery-less peak-strain sensors; the crawler
moves along the flange of an I-beam by wheels [4]. A twinframe structure robot was developed to achieve both wheeled
locomotion on flat ground and legged locomotion on uneven
terrain [5]. Based upon magnetic on-off robotic attachment
devices, a magnetic walker has been developed for
maneuvering on a 2D surface [6]. In order to inspect carbon
steel pipe, a magnetic wheeled robot has been developed to
move automatically along the outside of piping [7]. Motivated
by non-invasive surgery, a micro robot has been studied to run
in human vessels or gastro-intestine system [8].
Due to the high complexity of large civil structural
systems, the locations where damage occur can be largely
unpredictable. A number of new damage identification
technologies have been developed for infrastructure
applications; most notably the vibration-based methods.
Previous vibration-based damage identification methods for
civil structures largely focus on global vibration
characteristics. In order to closely monitor the structure, the
cost and difficulty associated with dense arrays of wireless
sensors are still prohibitive for wide deployment in practice.
Mobile sensor networks offer flexible architectures, which
lead to adaptable spatial resolutions that are unavailable from
static wireless sensors. Unlike vibration analysis based upon
global modal parameters of the entire structure, mobile sensors
with excitation functionality can excite only a local area of the
structure. Local excitation can offer high signal-to-noise
ratios, and provide vibration data that are more sensitive to
non-significant but developing damages. To be effective,
sensors (such as accelerometers) on the mobile carriers must
be in direct contact with the structure when performing

measuurements so that
t
high freq
quency compoonents can bee
reliabbly measured foor modal analy
yses.
D
Developing
a new
n robot for a specific struccture is alwayss
time consuming and
a
monetary costly. It is beneficial too
m
to desiign robots thatt can move onn
devellop a general method
differrent kinds of complex
c
structtures. For the above
a
reasons,
this paper
p
presents the design co
oncept and devvelopment of a
flexurre-based mechhatronic (flex
xonic) car forr maneuveringg
differrent kinds of obstacles on ferromagnetic surfaces. Thee
wheels of the flexxonic car aree augmented with properlyy
designed permanennt magnets (PM
Ms) that increaase the normall
force to overcome the effect of gravity. Becaause compliantt
mechhanisms have no
n relative mov
ving parts and thus
t
no contactt
frictioonal dissipation, flexible stru
uctures have been studied onn
comppliant robots; see for exam
mples [9][10][11][12] wheree
focusses have been on
o modeling and
a control. In this paper, thee
flexurre-based archiitecture offerss different pooses (and thuss
higheer degrees of freedom)
f
to neegotiate obstaccles (includingg
narrow sections annd high abruptt angle changes) commonlyy
encouuntered in com
mplex civil strucctures.
T remainder of this paper offers
The
o
the follow
wings:
− Wee present the design concep
pt of a novell magneticallyy
drivven flexonic caar incorporatin
ng compliant beams and PMss.
Appart from offfering the ab
bility to negootiate difficultt
obsstacles, the com
mpliant beam offers an effecctive means too
attaach or detach a sensor (on or from the surface of thee
struucture) for makking measurem
ment.
− A general
g
quasi-sstatic complian
nt beam model for simulatingg
3D
D beam deform
mation is offerred to serve as
a an essentiall
bassis for design/ccontrol of a fllexonic car as mobile sensorr
nodde for applicatiions such as strructural health monitoring.
− Thrree sets of resuults provide insights to the coompliant beam
m
defformation for magnetic
m
car ap
pplications. Thhe 1st illustratess
thee effect of the (front-to-rear) wheel distance onn
neggotiating a coorner. The 2ndd illustrates nuumerically thee
loaading conditionns to achieve the desired bending
b
and/orr
twiisting of a com
mpliant beam. As demonstrrated in the 3rdd
set of FFT resuults, the com
mpliant beam enables directt
a
conntact of the accelerometer
with the meaasuring surfacee
elim
minating the dyynamic effect of
o the sensor caarriers.
DESIGN CONCEP
PT OF A FLE
EXONIC MOB
BILE NODE
F
Figure
1(a) shoows the prototy
ype flexonic magnetic mobilee
sensoor node capablee of moving an
nd attaching (oor detaching) a
sensoor on (or from) ferromagneticc structures. Thhe mobile nodee
consists of two paiirs of magneticc wheels (eachh driven by ann
electrric motor), miicroprocessor PWM control, and wirelesss
comm
munication andd associated haardware circuitts. The mobilee
node,, sensor and foour 9V recharg
geable batteriees are mountedd
on a flexible
f
structuure (manufactu
ured from one piece
p
of Delrinn
materrial) as shownn in Fig. 1(b).. The overall weight of thee
mobille sensor node is 1kg, most of
o which is conntributed by thee
magnnet wheels, elecctric motors an
nd batteries. Ass shown in Fig.
1(b), the compliannt beam (conn
necting the maagnetic wheel-pairs)) serves two fuunctions.

T first funcction is to attach/detach ann accelerometeer
The
(mouunted on a plaatform in the middle
m
of the flexible beam
m)
on/frrom the surfacee to be measurred as shown in Fig. 2. Whenn
a meeasurement is to
t be made, thhe two wheel-ppairs are drivenn
awayy from each other
o
straightenning the comppliant beam aas
show
wn in Fig. 2(a) allowing the accelerometer
a
(not shown) too
be prressed againstt the surface to be measuredd. During the
car-m
moving operaation, the com
mpliant beam
m is normallyy
buckkled upward and
a
held in position
p
underr the attractionn
betw
ween a pair of fiixed iron bars and
a a pair of magnets
m
on bothh
sidess of the sensor holder. The buuckling of the beam frees the
accellerometer from
m the surface ass shown in Fig.. 2 (b).
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T second fuunction is to provide a meanns to overcome
The
obstaacles when navigating
n
onn a structuree. Among the
challlenging obstaclles is the crosssing of a reinfforcing ridge oof
small dimensions. As
A illustrated in
i Fig. 3, the magnetic
m
wheeel
M
forcess at the corneer
mustt negotiate shaarp corners. Magnetic
greattly decrease when
w
negotiatting a concavve corner, buut
increease (because of multiple coontacts) when moving up oor
downn a convex coorner. Unlikee a traditional design with a
fixedd distance beetween the front
fr
and reaar wheels, the
comppliant beam off the flexonic magnetic
m
car caan be shortenedd
by buckling
b
and thus
t
can be designed
d
to offer
o
additionaal
contaact forces as needed by beending the connnecting beam
m.
Otheer challenges innclude a changge in directionn onto differennt
surfaaces as shownn in Figs. 4 and 5, whicch require the
comppliant beam to twist in additiion to bendingg. The ability too
combbine twist and bend enables the car to chaange directionns
acrosss multiple orthhogonal planess. Figure 5 shoows an example
wherre the car movves from the 1sts plane by bennding to the 2nnd
r
planee, and immediately to the 3rd
plane by twiisting since the
nd
2 pllane is too narrrow to accomm
modate the whoole car.

T
The
functions illustrated in
n Figs. 3 to 5 require ann
approopriate loadingg specification to realize the bending
b
and/orr
twistiing in additionn to the boundaary conditions in formulatingg
a com
mpliant beam model
m
to be disccussed in the next
n section.
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coos α = T11 = i1 ii x ; sin α = i1 × i x = T122 + T13
1 .

For 0° ≤ α < 180° ( T11 ≠ −1 ), [B
B(α)] is given in terms of T1
and ϕ in (12) [13][114]:
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Figure
6 show
ws a complian
nt beam modeel. The initiall
curveed shape is desccribed by (1):
T
T
d
⎡i x i y i z ⎤ = k × ⎡i x i y i z ⎤
(1)
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
ds
whhere the unit veectors ix, iy and
d iz are along thhe axes x, y andd
z; annd i1, i2 and i3 along the axes ξ, η annd ζ; s is thee
undefformed arc leength from the root of thee beam to thee
refereence point on the
t observed cross-section;
c
a k = [k1, k2,
and
k3]T describes
d
the innitial curvatures.
Thhe deformed and
a
un-deform
med coordinatee systems aree
relateed by a rotationnal matrix [T]:
[i1 i 2 i 3 ]T = [ T][i x i y i z ]T
(2)
T

T

wheree ⎡⎣T⎤⎦ = ⎡⎣T1 T2 T3 ⎤⎦ ; and Ti = ⎣⎡Ti1 Ti 2 Ti 3 ⎤⎦ . Because off
T

-1
1

the orrthogonal propperty ⎣⎡T⎦⎤ = ⎣⎡T⎦⎤ , [T] can be written
w
as
0
⎡1
⎢
[T] = ⎢0 cos ϕ
⎢⎣ 0 − sin ϕ

0 ⎤
sin ϕ ⎥⎥ [ B(α ) ]
cos ϕ ⎦⎥

(3)

wheree φ is an Eulerr angle for twissting about the ξ axis; and thee
transfformation matrrix [B(α)] is due
d to the bendding rotation α
as shoown in Fig. 6. In (2),

For negligible torsional
t
warpiing, the axial strain
s
e and the
curvaatures after deeformation ρ=[[ρ1, ρ2, ρ3]T caan be expressedd
usingg the followingg relationship [14]:
⎡ 1 1
⎡e⎤
1
1 ⎤ ⎡ F1 ⎤ ⎡ 0 ⎤
,
,
,
(7)
⎥⎢ ⎥+⎢ ⎥
⎢ρ ⎥ = diag ⎢
A GJ EI 22 EI
E 33 ⎦ ⎣ M ⎦ ⎣k ⎦
⎣ ⎦
⎣ EA
wherre E is the elasstic modulus; G is the shearr modulus; A iis
the cross
c
section arrea; J is the polar moment off inertia; and I222
and I33 are the mom
ments of inertiaa.
The force andd moment equations for the 3D complian
nt
beam
m are given by (8a) and (8b) respectively:
r
F ′ = −ρ × F − [ T ] q F
(8a)
M ′ = −ρ × M − (1 + e) [ 0 − F3 F2 ] − q M
T

T

(8b)

T

wherre F=[F1, F2, F3] and M=[M
M1, M2, M3] arre the force andd
mom
ment in ξηζ coordinates respectively; the
t
derivativees
(denooted by ′) is takken with respeect to the path length s; qF are
distriibuted forces acting
a
along thhe axes x, y and z; and qM are
the distributed
d
mooments acting along the axes ξ, η and ζζ.
From
m (11) to (5), we
w have
T1′ = ρ3 T2 − ρ 2 T3 − k × T1
(8c)

[1 + u ′

v′ w′] = k × [u v w] + (1 + e)T1
T

T

ϕ ′ = ρ1 − k iT1 − (T13T12′ − T12T13′ ) / (1 + T11 )

(8dd)

(8e)
wherre u, v and w are the dispplacements off the observedd
reference point in thhe directions of
o axes x, y andd z respectivelyy.
T four vectoor and one scaalar equations, (8a-e), are the
The
13 gooverning equaations for solviing the 13 unkknowns (F1, F2,

F3; M1, M2, M3; T11, T12 T13; u, v, w;ϕ); 12 of them are
independent. The boundary condition problem (BVP)
characterized by (8) can be recast as an initial value problem
(IVP) for solving by a multiple shooting method [15] in
Appendix at the end of this paper.
RESULTS
Results are obtained to investigate the effects of key design
optimal parameters on the ability to negotiate obstacles, and to
investigate the effect of sensor attachment on modal analysis.
Wheel kinematics for right-angle corners
Unlike a traditional design that has a fixed distance
between the front and rear axles, the compliant beam between
axles offers a significant advantage in negotiating the corner.
Without loss of generality we assume non-slip rolling and both
the front and rear wheels rotate at a constant speed in the
following discussion. As an illustration, Figs. 7 and 8 plot the
normalized wheel spacing d1/r and the normalized distance
d2/r when negotiating a right-angle corner, where r is the
wheel radius; d1 is the distance between front and rear wheel
axles; and d2 is the distance from the non-deflected beam to
the corner.
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0.6
d1 / r = 3
d1 / r = 3.5
d1 / r = 4
d1 / r = 4.5
d1 / r = 5

0.4
0.2

Collision

Beam geometry
Length (cm)
Width (cm)
Thickness (mm)

6.6
2.2
1.3

Material properties
Elastic Modulus (GPa)
Shear Modulus (Gpa)
Poisson ratio
Density (kg/m3)

3.1
1.15
0.35
1.42

Boundary conditions
s = 0: T11 = 1, T12 = 0, T13 = 0, φ = 0, u = v = w = 0;
s = L: Fx = 0, Fy = 0, Fz = F, Mx = M, My = 0, Mz = 0;
F = 14.15N, M = 0
Bending
Twisting
F = 0, M = 0.238N·m
Bending &
F = 14.15N, M = 0.238N·m
Twisting

− When the car goes through a curve path which requires the
compliant beam to twist (Fig. 4), the deformed shape can be
obtained by exerting a pure moment along the longitudinal
axis as illustrated in Fig. 9(b).

0.8

0

TABLE 1. PARAMETERS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

− When the car negotiates a corner or crossing a ridge (Fig. 3),
the connecting beam can be bent by exerting horizontal
forces provided by the wheels as shown in Fig. 9(a).

FIGURE 7. DISTANCES BETWEEN WHEELS

No collision

Compliant beam analysis
In order to negotiate commonly encountered obstacles,
the loading condition on a compliant beam must be
appropriately specified. As an illustration, the three different
poses in Figs. 3, 4 and 5 (under bending, twisting and their
combination respectively) are numerically simulated. The
dimension, material properties and boundary conditions used
in simulating the compliant beam are given in Table 1.

Since the beam is symmetric, only one front-half of the
beam is simulated. In addition, the sensor holder is much
thicker (and hence much more rigid) than the compliant beam,
only the section between the fixed end to the sensor holder is
considered as the compliant beam discussed here. The effects
of three different loading conditions of the compliant beam are
illustrated in Fig. 9.

2.4
2.2

Some general observations can be made from the results:
− Fig. 7 shows that d1/r shortens when negotiating a rightangle corner. This suggests that the compliant beam can be
appropriately design for buckling to negotiate a corner.
− Collision avoidance is designed on Case 2. As shown in
Fig. 8, d1/r should be no more than 3.5.

0

10
20
Displacement / r

30

FIGURE 8. DISTANCE BETWEEN CORNER AND BEAM

− A more general loading which results in a combination of
bending and twisting is illustrated in Fig. 9(c) for
application where the magnetic car must cross multiple
planes to avoid narrow structure (Fig. 5).
Modal analysis
In [16], modal analysis of a frame structure (similar to Fig.
10) was conducted with data collected from four mobile
sensing nodes, where sensors were not in contact with the
measuring surface. The modal analysis in [16] was limited to

50Hzz due to the car
c dynamics of the mobilee sensing nodee
whichh essentially behaves
b
as a low-pass filterr. The interestt
here is to investigaate the effect of sensor attacchment on thee
modaal analysis ussing impulse response studdies. For this,
verticcal vibration data
d
were obtaained from botth the 4-wheell
magnnetically drivenn flexonic car with a compliiant beam, andd
the 3-wheel magneetic car [16][1
17] where the accelerometerr
(undeerneath the carr) is not in co
ontact with thee surface. Thee
acceleerometer of thhe flexonic car is firmly presssed against thee
measuured surface by the complliant beam annd magnets ass
comppared in Fig. 11. As a basiis for comparrison, the FFT
T
resultts obtained from
f
both measurements
m
are comparedd
againnst those prediccted by finite ellement methodd (FEM).

(a) Bend
ding

F
Figure
10 shoows a 2D laaboratory steell portal frame
struccture (consistinng of a beam and two coluumn memberss)
consttructed for structural moddal analyses. The beam iis
connnected to the coolumns by bolteed angle platess, and by hingeeconnnections at the column basess, Material prooperties for the
frame structure are listed in Tablee 2 along with the dimensionns
in Figg. 10. The twoo mobile cars arre placed at thee same positionn
on thhe beam wheree vertical vibraation data weree collected afteer
a haammer impacct at a speciified position. A samplingg
frequuency of 500Hz is used for thhe data collectiion. The resultts
compparing the verrtical vibrationn data (in frequuency domainn)
colleected from the two
t cars are giiven in Fig. 12 and Table 3.

FIGUR
RE 10. STEEL FRAME
F
STRUC
CTURE

(a) Flexonnic

(b) Singlee axle [16]

FIGURE 11. TWO DESIG
GNS OF MAGNETIC CARS
TA
TABLE
2. MATE
ERIAL PROPER
RTIES FOR ST
TRUCTURE
(b) Twistting

Steel Car dimeensions
Material propertties
Elasstic Modulus (G
GPa)
2110 Length (cm
m)
Sheear Modulus (G
GPa)
8
82
Width (cm
m)
Poissson ratio
0.228 Height (cm
m)
Dennsity (kg/m3)
77000 Weight (kkg)
mpling frequenncy = 500 Hz
Sam

20
14.7
7.6
1

S
Some
observattions can be maade from the reesults:
− Thhe dynamics off both magnetiic cars has little influence onn
thee lower-frequeency (<50Hz) vibration
v
measurements, andd
thuus the results arre closely matcched with FEM
M results.

(c) Co
ombined bending and twisting
g
FIGURE 9. A COMPLIANT
T BEAM DEFO
ORMATION

− Foor this experim
ment configuraation, the 1st vibration
v
mode
(hoorizontal) is noot excited, so thhe lowest moddal frequency iis
not identified. Also,
A
since onnly one meassuring point iis
connsidered in the experiment, some of
o the modaal
freequencies obtaiined from FEM
M are not deteccted. Clearly, iif
thiis measuring point is at the zeros
z
of certainn modal shapess,

the corresponding frequencies for these modal shapes
cannot be captured at this point suggesting that multiple
measuring points are necessary in practice.
− For frequencies larger than 50Hz, relatively sharp peaks can

still be identified by the flexonic magnetic car (with a
compliant beam) because the accelerometer is firmly
pressed against the steel frame structure eliminating the car
dynamic effects on the measurements.
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FIGURE 12. FFT OF VERTICAL VIBRATION

TABLE 3. COMPARISON OF FREQUENCIES

FEM (Hz)
1.009
4.626
10.757
11.642
17.573
30.970
39.946
40.679
42.247
48.816
57.758
79.232
87.724
94.619
97.680
122.150
123.130
146.640

Compliant (Hz)

Single (Hz)

4.5

4.7

11.2
19.9
30.8

11.2
20.1
31.3

43.8

44.3

48.3
61.8

49.5

90.5
95.1

98.2

123.3

124.2

CONCLUSION
Along with an analytical model for simulating the
deformed shape of a compliant beam in 3D space, a flexonic
magnetic car incorporating a compliant mechanism has been
designed to carry sensors for placing on a ferromagnetic
structure. Several examples were simulated to illustrate the
specified loading for bending and/or twisting the compliant
beam to negotiate obstacles. These studies include a
kinematics analysis which investigates the effect of the wheel
distance on collision avoidance when crossing a corner. The
analysis suggests that when the beam is buckled, the wheel
distance-radius ratio should be less than 3.5. The exploratory

study on a prototype car, which is also independently
supported by a quasi-static flexible beam analysis,
demonstrates the feasibility of several obstacle-crossing
strategies, so further investigation in control design and
resulting dynamics analysis is worth of exploration. Finally,
the experimental modal analysis on a frame structure shows
that the flexonic magnetic car (that enables direct contact of
the accelerometer with the measuring surface) has the ability
to eliminate the dynamic effect of the sensor carriers, which
represents a transformative change from the fixed spatial
resolution provided by traditional static sensors.
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⎡ C1 (x1( n ) , x (2n ) ) ⎤ ⎡ X( s2 ; s1 , x1( n ) ) − x(2n ) ⎤
⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎥ := ⎢
⎥
C(x ( n ) ) := ⎢
⎢C ( x ( n ) , x ( n ) ) ⎥ ⎢ X ( s ; s , x ( n ) ) − x ( n ) ⎥
m −1
m −1
m
m
m −1
m−1
m
⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥
(n)
(n)
g (x1( n ) , x (mn ) )
⎣⎢ Cm (x1 , x m ) ⎦⎥ ⎣⎢
⎦⎥

(A.3)

Using Newton method, the initial guesses are updated using
(A.4):
−1

x ( n+1) = x ( n ) − α ⎡⎣ DC(x ( n ) ) ⎤⎦ C(x ( n ) ),
(n)

n = 0,1,...

(A.4)

where DC = ∂C/∂x is a matrix, α is a coefficient for the
iteration step size. The iteration process of (A.4) stops until
C(x(n))→ 0 ( or a small tolerance error Errtol) implying that the
solution is continuous and satisfies the BCs. The MSM can
be implemented using the following steps:
1. Set the initial guess x (0) = [x1(0) x (0)
x (0)
m ].
2
(0)
2. Solve the IVP (9a) with X(0) = x .
3. Calculate the residual ||C(x(0))|| and corresponding DC =
∂C/∂x(0).
4. Update the initial guess by (A.4).
5. Repeat steps 2~4 (replacing x(0) with x(n)) until ||C(x(n))|| <
tolerance error Errtol.

